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SHARP

Naval aviation readiness and
training management

Core Competencies

The Sierra Hotel Aviation
Reporting Program (SHARP)
enterprise consists of two
powerful, closely aligned
web-based applications used
by naval aviation squadrons
to manage their overall
training needs.
SHARP is accessed globally by Navy
aviation units via the web, and is configured
to work in a shipboard environment. It
enables aviators to capture post flight
information, including FRS/ACTC syllabi,
fleet training and readiness data for
calculating squadron readiness levels.
SHARP’s user-friendly interface helps with
managing crew qualifications, designations,
snivels, temporary active duty, and leave
so aviation squadrons can more effectively
plan and schedule training activities, such
as flights, simulators and ground events.

Agile Software Development
Defense Readiness Reporting
Net-Centric Enterprise Solutions

SHARP also provides a robust
reporting interface, allowing squadron
personnel to create customized
predefined and ad hoc reports.
SHARP LMS
The SHARP Learning Management
System (LMS) is a comprehensive,
web-based training system that
provides single-source access to
training information on virtually any
media type preserving your current
resource investment.
Using the existing SHARP syllabus
framework, SHARP LMS introduces
the Electronic Training Jacket (ETJ)—
an electronic record of aircrew
certification and training data used to
track progress through customizable
syllabi. Training can be self-paced,
instructor lead, or any hybrid of
the two. The comprehensive LMS
provides seamless integration with all
features of the Air Combat
Training Continuum.

To learn more about SHARP and our capability-based readiness assessment solutions,
contact a product specialist today by calling (619) 955-5800 or visiting www.innovasi.com.

Development & Support
Business Intelligence
Onsite Customer Support & Training

The SHARP Enterprise

An authoritative source for Navy
Aviation training and readiness
reporting.
User-friendly flight scheduling
Readiness assessment reporting
Unclassified multi-user,
web-based environment
Improved support for
detachment operations
Access to interactive
training courseware
Dynamic scheduling for
squadron/unit events
Track aircrew certification
and training
Manage classified
reference documents
Complete classified grade sheets
Track syllabus completion
Cross Domain Solution
(SIPR>NIPR>SIPR) Capable

SHARP is the Navy aviation
community’s authoritative
resource for Defense
Readiness Reporting
System (DRRS-N) training
pillar readiness and current
readiness reporting.
The SHARP enterprise solution automates the Naval Air Forces Training
and Readiness policy by capturing and processing training and resource
expenditures, providing a powerful tool for tracking and managing aviation
readiness data. It also provides single-source access to daily flight scheduling,
tracks flight-essential qualifications and designations, and manages format
training syllabi and grade sheets.

What We Do

InnovaSystems International is a leading
provider of information technology
and software solutions for the U.S.
Department of Defense, the Office of
the Secretary of Defense and other
federal, state and local government
agencies. Designed to support the
National Security Strategy, we develop
capability-based readiness assessment
solutions by optimizing disparate data
sources and operational systems to
reduce costs, maximize efficiencies and
streamline access to critical data.
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